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ABSTRACT

The need to analyze and index large amounts of video infor-
mation is becoming more important as the way people con-
sume media continues to change. In recent years, the push
to attack multi-media indexing and retrieval applications in
a holistic, multi-modal way has garnered great attention. In
this work we propose the holistic use of both audio, visual
and textual information for the automatic indexing of broad-
cast news video to create person-profiles. Indexing videos in
this matter helps facilitate a unique way to create multimedia
person databases automatically, as well as for attacking exist-
ing video analysis tasks. We test our algorithm on news data
from NBC and present areas for future exploration.

1. INTRODUCTION

The ever-increasing reliability and accessibility of broadband
communication is changing the way people consume their
media content. Consumption is becoming more personalized,
and media companies are adjusting accordingly, both by tak-
ing traditional media to the web as well as taking content pro-
duction online as in Apple’s iTunes Music Store.

In the face of historically low newspaper subscriptions
and nightly-news viewership, broadcast news outlets in par-
ticular are feeling a greater urgency to position themselves
quickly within this new paradigm. As they’re re-adjusting
their business models, smaller and more agile internet com-
panies are, in the meantime, taking the lead in personalized
news delivery [1]. Although some larger companies have had
measured success, [2], providing customized, accessible me-
dia content has been a struggle for these traditionally mono-
lithic outlets to do profitably.

In this climate, the need for advanced technologies to au-
tomatically analyze audio, video and other mixed content, like
web-pages, is becoming even more important than it has in
years past. Incorporating cross-media understanding in new
algorithms could help facilitate better integration of multime-
dia content. This development would vastly improve the user
experience and power of personalized media applications.
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Fig. 1. Two example person-profiles. Using an unsupervised
strategy, our system analyzes news videos to find and index
people by their unique multi-modal attributes, such as face-
appearance, name and voice.

2. RELATED WORK

Though the indexing and search of multimedia content is not
new, many challenging problems in this field continue to present
great opportunities for discovery. In its infancy, methods for
indexing and searching multi-modal content was a patch-work
of independent-modality techniques. As advances in com-
puting technology no longer make it a practical necessity to
work independently, a more recent trend has been to work
with multiple-modalities [3].

Using multiple modalities has been applied in a variety of
search contexts. In [4], speech transcripts and frame data was
used as part of a machine translation model for video search.
Image and textual information was also used for topical anal-
ysis in [5]. Automatic speech recognition was combined with
image filtering in [6] for video browsing and storyboarding.

Building on the work done in multi-modal biometrics,
person-centric indexing and search systems are able to func-
tion in a truly multi-modal way in large part due to the strong
correlation between these features. There have been several
works seeking to find people within video[7] as well as an-
alyze what role these people play in the video narrative [8].
In the internet-domain, [9] and [10] collected over a half-
million news images and associated captions and used clus-
tering techniques to create a 28,000 image database of faces
and name profiles, the only one of its kind to date.

In this paper, we explore the use of a multiple-modality
approach to the automatic identification of people in news
video, using audio, visual and text information in a holistic,



unsupervised manner. Using a multi-modal approach allows
our system to disambiguate the proper labeling of a person
under conditions where using only a subset of the modalities
would fail. In addition, the end result of this unsupervised
algorithm results in full-modality person-profiles which can
be used to create a voice, name and face database for unique
speakers in the video. Finally, this information can also be
used for other video analysis tasks such as anchor detection
and story boundary detection.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Sections 3
through 5 outline the details of the proposed approach, with
Section 6 providing experimental results. Applications of the
information gained from this approach and conclusions and
thoughts for future work are given in Section 7.

3. REPRESENTATION

We first consider raw news video as being a collection of three
parallel, time-aligned channels:

V = {a(t), v[k], x[k]} (1)

where a(t), v[k] and x[k] represent audio, video and text tran-
script channels respectively for a video document V . The au-
dio and video tracks are indexed by the continuous index t
and discrete index k respectively. The text transcript track can
either be frame-aligned closed captioning, or full transcripts
as provided by the media provider, or by a professional tran-
scripting service (in the former case, the transcript is indexed
by frame number k as given in Eqn. 1, the latter has no time
index).

To utilize this raw data, each channel is preprocessed, and
appropriate features are extracted.

For audio, we extract windowed mel-frequency cepstral
coefficients (MFCCs) and short-time temporal feature vec-
tors. The collection of time-indexed feature vectors is given
by

A = {ai : ai ∈ Rn}N
i=1 (2)

where i is the time index and N is the total number of audio
frames.

For video, shot boundary detection was done to segment
the video into a collection of visually similar clips:

V = {Sj}M
j=1 where Sj ∈ {1...K} (3)

and K is the total number of frames. (Also note the segmen-
tation constraint

⋃M
j=1 Sj = {1...K}).

For each clip, a face detector was run over the frames.
Detected faces along with the frame number in which they
occurred are then given by

F = {(fl, kl)}L
l=1 (4)

where fl, kl, L is the face, frame number and the total number
of detected faces respectively.
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Fig. 2. Feature extraction of the video transcript data. The
edited list of speaker names (b) (as given in Eqn. 5) is ex-
tracted from the full transcript (a).

The text data in this work was obtained from transcripts
from LexisNexis (www.lexisnexis.com) and were mined to
discover all the names of speakers in a particular news video.
As shown in Figure 2, individuals who spoke more than once
were listed multiple times for every time they spoke. This list
of names is given by

N = {(np}P
p=1 (5)

where np is the p-th frame and P is the total number of speaker
turns found from the transcript.

Properly utilizing multiple-modalities in video analysis is
often incumbent on the particular task at hand. Keeping in
mind that each modality serves a distinct yet complimentary
role to the other, we adapt a multi-step approach in building
our person-profiles from the video metadata using the joint
multi-modal representation, {A,F ,N}.

4. SPEAKER TURNS AND AUDIO SEGMENTATION

Unlike conversational, or dramatic dialogue, broadcast news
speech is clean and has clearly defined speaker turns. We
exploit this property in the first step of our system.

In general, this sort of audio diarization is a challenging
problem. There are a plethora of sophisticated techniques for
finding boundaries in an audio track for this and more com-
plex speech situations where we have speakers accompanied
with music and background noise.

As an ancillary benefit, we empirically observe that audio
segmentation in news video correlates more closely to the se-
mantic boundaries of news stories than does video segmenta-
tion. This is mainly due to the use of the voice-over technique
in video production.

In general, we can apply any standard automatic audio
diarization technique to the audio frames given by A. In or-
der to test the viability of our multi-modal approach, we rely
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Fig. 3. We use modality-alignment to make correlations be-
tween audio and text (A) and audio and face (B) in order to
finally find our un-ambiguous person-profiles (C).

on manually annotated speaker segmentation for all experi-
ments. We do this to place the burden of proof-of-concept on
the multi-modal strategy, instead of the pre-processing. In the
future, we will make this step fully automatic.

5. MULTI-MODAL ASSOCIATIONS

A wonderfully challenging problem in video analysis tasks
is learning to resolve the complimentary role the video track
often plays to the audio information. This is exceedingly dif-
ficult to determine in general, so instead we rely on exploiting
idiosyncrasies observed in the domain and task of interest. In
the case of learning person-profiles in broadcast news, we rely
on three heuristic techniques: modality-alignment, difference
mapping and size and spatial constraints.

The intuition behind modality-alignment is simple: when
a person appears on screen and a new speaker is heard, it is
likely that the face and voice belong to the same person. Al-
gorithmically, modality-alignment is the event where an audio
speaker turn is detected at the same time a new face is. When
the system observes this, it assigns the voice/name combi-
nation from the previous step to the detected face from the
video.

Not only does this handle typical interview or anchor scenes,
this approach often takes care of situations when, for exam-
ple, the reporter begins a segment in voice-over. Though the
reporter is the person speaking, her face may not appear until
the end of the story (before turning the broadcast back over
to the anchor). In this case, the facial association is not made
until the end of the story, when a clean modality alignment
is seen. As an ancillary benefit, this constraint also resolves
ambiguities between the speakers voice and un-related faces
observed through the course of the story. We refer to these
cases as un-ambiguous person-profiles.

A more direct ambiguity can result when we observe modal-
ity alignment, but detect more than one face in a video shot.
This often occurs in split-screen for anchor-reporter, or anchor-

interviewee situations as seen in Fig. ??. To resolve this, we
employ the use of a difference map. Given a modality-aligned
but multiple-face situation, a difference map is simply a sum
of pixel differences between detected face regions in adjacent
frames.

The idea is that the person who is doing the speaking
will have more movement in the face region than those in the
frame who are listening. Consistent with this intuition, the fa-
cial association is made to the detected face whose difference
map has the largest average value.

Often in news clips, especially in shots covering speeches
or press conferences, we observe more than two faces, with
similar difference map characteristics. In these cases, we em-
ploy size and spatial constraints to estimate which face is the
speaker. We posit that the speaker shown will usually be
closer to the camera and centered in the frame. Therefore,
in order to disambiguate the speaker identity, we choose that
face which is closest to the camera and in the center of the
frame.

6. RESULTS

To explore the performance of our system, we conducted a
set of experiments using 1.5 hours of news data from NBC
Nightly News broadcasts. The distribution of voice-over to
modality-aligned speaker turns was roughly one-to-one : 53.7%
to 46.3 %. The average number of speaker turns detected was
fairly constant across all videos.

The results can be analyzed by answering the following
questions: ”How often do we correctly identify a modality-
alignment?,” and ”How accurate are we in correctly identify-
ing the person when we do?”. The answers to these questions
can be seen in Table 1. From these experiments, we see that

Table 1. Full-Modality Person-Profile Results
Video Alignments Correct

Detected Identifications
02/08/06 50/56 (89.3%) 37/50 (74.0%)
03/01/06 40/44 (90.0%) 34/40 (85.0%)
03/10/06 52/54 (96.3%) 43/52 (82.7%)
Average 142/154 (92.2%) 114/142 (80.6%)

this approach is a valid way to create person-profiles assum-
ing we have reliable audio segmentation. On average we de-
tect proper alignments 90% of the time and predict the proper
identity of these alignments 80% of the time. Resulting full-
modality person-profiles can be seen in Fig. 4.

The most common causes for a mistaken identity, is due
to inaccurate audio segmentation and also the lingering voice-
over effect. This is the event where an interview subject com-
pletes what they are saying, and the camera hovers over them
while the audio track changes back to the reporter or anchor.

It should be noted that a majority of the faces found in
the videos correspond to those of the anchor. This makes in-



Fig. 4. Person-profiles from the 03-10-06 NBC Nightly News
broadcast. Faces with associated names printed in green
denote correct identifications. Names printed in red denote in-
correct identification. For a high-resolution version of this im-
age, the reader is directed to http://www.ifp.uiuc.edu/

˜dagli/research/montage{020806,030106,031006}
.jpg.

tuitive sense as the anchor serves the most prominent role in
the broadcast and directs the viewer to each of the news sto-
ries. Our system was able to detect, on average, 85.8% of an-
chor shots via the person-profile approach. As an implication
of this, with reliable person-profiling, we can use speaker-
adjacency information to form social networks in news videos
to perform anchor detection.

These results show the viability of full-modality person-
profiles as a concept, and motivated the further evaluation of
this technique at a larger scale, with many more videos.

7. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

In this work, we have proposed a technique for unsupervised,
multi-modal people profiling in broadcast news video. Our
approach exploits both the production grammar and multi-
modal characteristics of broadcast news video. Our results
show creating person-profiles in this way is a viable way to
create a multi-modal person database.

We run into problems when speaker turns are not clean,
and speaker ambiguities cannot be resolved. Another chal-
lenge in developing this system further is that most of the
speakers in news video are either anchors and reporters, and
in many cases the subject of news stories may appear in the
video, but never speak. In such cases, our approach will need
to be combined either with natural language processing of the
transcript or an outside context engine to identify these peo-
ple.

The profiling created from this system can be used for re-
lated problems such as anchor detection via link detection and

story segmentation. A more interesting direction we are cur-
rently pursuing is the creation of a database of such person-
profiles from a large collection of news videos. With such a
database we can use the power of scale to explore unique di-
rections for tackling traditional video analysis and indexing
tasks.
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